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Search Tips

	Common words like "this", "that", and "the" are ignored.
	Search is not case sensitive.
	Phrases should be quoted; as in "prentice family" will only match when those words appear together.
	~YYYY locates years within 10 years each side of YYYY.
	NN~YYYY locates years within NN years each side of YYYY.
	YYYY-YYYY locates years equal to and within the YYYY years.
	Year codes (descrbed above) cannot be included in a quoted phrase.



Search Options

	All words in same paragraph (P) - Ensures that multiple keywords match on words in the same paragraph, increasing the relationship between the words.
	Match on all words (A) - When multiple keywords are entered, the resulting pages contain hits for all words.
	Match on whole words (W) - The results match on the complete keyword(s) entered not partial keywords.
	Clear history - Your search is saved for a number of days. Clicking this link will delete the saved search.
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Prentice Newsletter

L. J. Dewald, Editor

Recently updated articles:

	Prentices of Northamptonshire, England (2024-02-03)
	Thomas Prentice of Aldwincle,  Northamptonshire, England (2024-02-03)
	Newsletter: Fall 1999 (2024-02-02)
	Joan Prentice of Sible Hedingham: Witch (2024-02-01)
	Thomas Prentice of England and Rhode Island, USA (2024-01-30)
	John Prentice of Ireland and NYC (2024-01-02)
	OAK ISLAND (2023-10-18)
	Frank S. Prentice, New Castle, Delaware (2023-10-16)
	Dewald Family (2023-09-21)
	John Prentice of Carluke, Scotland (2023-03-31)


More at the newsletter...


      


      
PrenticeNet Bookstore

Great gift ideas!
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Prentiss-Tucker Duell
of 1842



• Kibbe Genealogical Notes, by Doreen Potter Hanna

• Ebenezer Gay Jr's Record of Deaths in his Parish, 1795-1814

 



      

      
Quick Links


View the Prentice queries...

View all comments...

Visit the Prentice Museum...

The Prentice news (from Google)...
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